
The MOH's latest announcement compelling the use
of masks, social distancing, and limitation of indoor
gathering numbers in churches, sports venues, and
theatre can only be described as unscientific,
dictatorial, and arsenic poison to our economy that
has been destroyed by three years of Lockdowns.
According to Prof Jay Bhattacharya, a Professor of
medicine and epidemiology and qualification in
economics, over a million children died of starvation
in the world due to the rise of unemployment through
the effects of the poorly thought out Covid policies.
He went on to say that more people died from non-
covid illnesses due to neglect than through Covid.
These included people who missed cancer
screening and the proper management of diseases
like diabetes, hypertension, cardiac diseases,
Asthma, and children requiring other routine
vaccines.
If the five most quoted professors have expressed
their opposition to the latest amendments, it begs the
question, which clever scientists are advising our
MOH. They should come out and explain to the
citizens of this country with proper evidence for their
advice.
God help us if, especially when the judiciary also
fails us.

What is your view on the Minister’s latest 
gazetted  information ? Join the 
conversation  @vukasouthafrica

Connect with over 3000 
like-minded people
#NowYouKnow
www.vukasa.org.za
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In early 2020 I could out-crazy the best of them. Watching social
media videos of people 'dropping dead' in China from the Wuhan
virus caused fear to press a logic override button in my brain.
Before mandates, I was sewing triple layer masks and wearing
gloves to the shops. When the offering bowl in the church was
passed from hand to hand I had an inner meltdown and began
carrying a squirt bottle of sanitiser with me, which resulted in me
getting eczema on my hands for the first time in my life. Trips to
grocery stores were rare and traumatic. Disinfecting my groceries
was an absurd performance involving washing as much as
possible. What could not be washed was put in the spare bedroom
in rows, not to be touched for at least a week. An hour in the fabric
shop led to a panic attack.
I still struggle to forgive myself for the fear that I taught my children.
I kept them 'safe' doing online schooling for a term after in-person
school resumed. Their emotional and psychological damage took
about a year to heal after I came to my senses and who knows
what deeper scars remain.
But before this, around August 2020 already, I had begun to
entertain illicit thoughts like "why are all the shop tellers still alive?"
The deaths of about 10 friends and acquaintances from Covid had
fueled the fires of my insanity, but I also started to wonder if their
outcomes would have been different with alternative treatments and
had they not been isolated like deadly plague patients in hospital
beds, removed from their loved ones. I began to dislike myself. The
person looking out over a mask with petrified eyes was not a
woman who I could respect. The tut-tutting Mother Grundy
criticising anyone not suitably obedient or fearful was an image that
I did not like to see in the mirror.
It was a blessing having children who had to return to school. I
could no longer exert total control over my environment and was
forced to get over myself. In December 2020 my then 91-year-old
father-in-law tested Covid positive. He was hardly ill and grumbled
that he had had many worse colds. My severely asthmatic mother-
in-law also tested positive. She had a few aches and pains and
"kept waiting for the axe to fall", surprised every morning to wake
up alive. She speculated that her chronic asthma medication may
have prevented severe illness. Yet most doctors refused to
contemplate treatments beyond paracetamol. A week after my in-
laws were ill, I had some mild congestion, was extremely
exhausted, and completely lost my senses of taste and smell.
These have still not fully recovered. I did not test for Covid but have
had at least 5 previous cases of colds or flu that were orders of
magnitude worse. By the present time, almost every family
member, jabbed or not has had Covid in varying degrees of severity
with no hospitalisations and most cases with very mild symptoms.
Over the second part of my journey, since my illness, I discovered
many groups and channels on the Telegram app, where reputable
doctors and scientists at the top of their game share information
that is not available on conventional social or mainstream media.
This information has helped lead me back into the light. At least I
can honestly say that I never believed that lockdowns would work
and was always critical of their economic devastation. The rest of
my behavior was, however, cringeworthy. I am ashamed that my
fear overrode logic, common sense, and humanity and I cannot
excuse myself for being brainwashed for almost a year. Perhaps
personal growth is one of the greatest purposes of life on earth. To
face problems, to work through them, to keep learning. To alter
course and be capable of change. I am grateful that I was able to
see my mistakes and grow from them. I see the importance of
being able to acknowledge being wrong and hope that others do
too, even when they may have gone further than myself for
example, and taken one or even two jabs before being exposed to
new experience or information and making a different decision next
time around.

IT'S ALRIGHT TO BE WRONG

by Bruce Mills 

By Sula Changuion

MINISTER PHAAHLA‘S MASK MESS 
The STATE of disaster regulations can be imposed at
any time by the MOH, Dr. Joe Phaahla
Soon after the SOD was declared over, the MOH
immediately announced that Masks must be worn by
everyone in an indoor setting. This includes children.
This measure was taken based on the fact that the
numbers of Covid are rising. He doesn't take heed of
the fact that even though numbers are rising because
of winter, which is to be expected, the Omicron 2
strain is 100 times less virulent and it has the least
number of deaths, hospitalisations, and
complications. 
He is also advising people to get vaccinated even
though there is overwhelming evidence that:
a) the vaccines are ineffective against the Omicron
strain,
b) the Omicron strain spreads ten times faster than
the delta strain, so it cannot be contained by
Lockdowns. Hence the decision by most countries in
the world to drop all Covid restrictions and to open up
the economy without requiring mandatory vaccines or
Vaccine passports.
The irony of it all is that in South Africa, according to
the five most quoted professors in the country, Prof
Madhi, Karim, Mendelssohn, Gray, and van
Scalkwyk, we have reached 80% herd immunity
through the Omicron infection because of the low
vaccination rate.
Bill Gates referred to the Omicron infection as
nature's vaccine.
Natural immunity, according to an Israel study is 29
times more effective than vaccine immunity.
These five professors condemned the use of masks
and Lockdowns as a measure that is not following the
trend that Covid today, is no longer as serious a
disease as it was thought to be in 2020.
Cloth masks are ineffective because of the size of the
pores. 

by Dr EV Rapiti 
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 The whole mask debate has grown legs and arms with
the constantly changing rules making the 'powers that
be' a regular laughing stock!
I personally battle to wear a mask together with a pair of
spectacles. When I breathe normally the lenses mist up
so I cannot see. Taking them off means I won't see a
thing. My anxiety and frustration move up another
couple of notches when I get a hot flash that ensures I
remain 'blinded', and become red-faced and sweaty. At
that moment I have to haul out the trusty plastic fan that
I wave around vigorously while attempting to shop.
It was on one of these fraught occasions in a shop that I
received a call from my student son. I complained
loudly to him about my predicament. Only for him to
respond that he no longer needs to wear a mask in
shops, on-campus, or even on public transport. Really?
you must be wondering. The truth is - this has been his
reality ever since he returned to Geneva in March of
this year. "And Mommy this is despite an increasing
infection rate!" Geneva is the same city that hosts the
WHO HQ.
 So if they can, then why shouldn't we in SA go
maskless too.

NO LAUGHING 
MATTER  

There are hundreds if not thousands of comprehensive
articles that show that wearing a mask is extremely
harmful to human health and wellbeing.
Summed up this would include oxygen deprivation,
dental disease, a bacterial infection in the sinus, nose,
throat, and lungs, headaches, disorientation, tiredness,
extra load on the heart, communication problems,
children not learning to talk, severe mental issues etc. I
could list 100 more but most of us have experienced
these problems.
The most alarming and fascinating aspect of this
scenario is how did we get there? How does one
questionable "Expert doctor" Fauci, decide for the entire
globe we should wear a mask when no scientific
explanation of this measure exists.
Another almost unfathomable question is why people
comply and become the policing force behind it.
The mask issue could be put to rest in 24 hours if
everybody just said NO.
Unfortunately, many people are literaĺly addicted to their
masks. It is their " safe" zone. Fear is the driving force.
Our manipulators who are controlling this agenda have
done a good job with worldwide fear-mongering. How
many people do you see driving alone in their car with
masks and shield covering their faces? 
Wearing a mask is a sign of submission to the agenda
and this is why this "Rule" won't go away. 
But there is hope with mass non-compliance. Our
defiance brings liberty to those who want liberty. When
you are fearless they question their fear. Sadly
COMMON SENSE is a deceased person. 
I have tried intellectual argument then common sense
with people convinced of the great value in masking.
Nothing works to change their mind. 
In public when challenged I only reply that they must not
worry about me because " their" mask works so we are
both fine.
Summed up, masking is a psychological attack on our
liberty, a visible sign of surrender to evil powers of
enslavement, and must be fought with a tough fight back.
Once we cross this line we have almost won.
Congratulations to all the people who have made this
stand. You are setting yourselves free and helping others
do the same. 
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by Matti Clare

TO MASK OR NOT TO 
MASK. THAT IS THE 

QUESTION.
by Rose Layard 

But no mask is fitted perfectly. They are folded and have
kinks and gaps. If you are like me with a beard, well many
hairs in the way! Cloth masks and surgical masks with side
gaps drop to Zero. The N95 with small gaps might make 3%
effectiveness. Did you know that when the makers of the N95
do their tests, they GLUE the masks down so there are no
gaps and it still can't handle the tiny virus that goes right
through?
I don't glue my mask to my face, and neither do you, I think. I
mean, when would you eat? It is such a joke that everyone
knows this mask thing does not work, has not worked, and
never worked. Did you know that several studies like by
Bundgaard et al in Denmark showed: that "wearing masks,
did not statistically affect Covid-19 Infection" After the
introduction of mask mandates in many states in America the
infection case rates of Covid-19 went UP sharply! It seems
that more mask-wearing increased the infection and spread
of the virus and the disease. Maybe that is what our Health
Minister wants? After all, if cases rise, then he can claim a
'wave' is upon us and declare another emergency with new
lockdowns with powers his new regulations gave him. All this
without the need for a declaration of a State of Disaster.
Could the new mask mandates be his way of oppressing
South Africans even further?
I wonder if we all just decided that the hoax of a mask
actually being an effective measure of viral spread control, as
now revealed, and we just stopped wearing them? What
would happen to the next 'wave'? Immunity probably spread
so much in our country and many other African countries
BECAUSE so few wore these face diapers. Sure, that is my
speculation, but I cannot discount it. I visited two African
countries in the last 8 days and mask-wearing rates are very
low. Most have a mask, but it is a chin guard! What a joke.

MASKS, WHAT ARE 
THEY GOOD FOR? 

ABSOLUTELY 
NOTHING!

Masks, Huh, what are they good for?
Absolutely nothing. Face diapers. Face nappies, smile
removers, what is their purpose for being used?
Dear Health Minister, it seems that actual science is quite
beyond you and your large department. After all, it is “the
science”,  that we have told drives the 'pandemic' response
and that “we must believe in the science.”
How about some actual science Dear Minister?
A recent presentation on masks was given by Stephen E
Petty in the USA. In his role as an Industrial Hygienist and an
Adjunct Professor, he brings home the complete picture of
why and how surgical and cloth masks do not affect an
airborne virus. Of course, you should be right up there with
the latest science, but you are not. So, you impose an idea
on the South African population that is not only unpopular but
so unscientific that we are laughing openly while not wearing
these silly cloth coverings.
Why are we laughing at you?
Simple science says we should.
A virus particle is breathed out with tiny amounts of moisture
so small that we should give you a scale to imagine just how
small. Think of human hair. The virus particle is about 1/10 of
a micron which is 1000 x smaller than a human hair! Wow! It
is practically invisible. So how tight is the material of your
face mask? Maybe it could filter something as small as 1
micron, but the SARS COV-2 virus is 0.1 micron – even then
a surgical mask perfectly fitting your face is only 12%
effective and home made cloth mask is only 9.8% effective
with the famous N95 Mask at just 46%.

by Bruce Mills 

I am not a doctor, but I have seen medical studies on the
harms of long-term mask-wearing which do not encourage
me to believe the Health Minister is using any science at all.
It gets worse for your children. Other VUKA news writers will
cover those aspects soon.
Science says masks do not work.
Science says good ventilation and airflow do work. Open taxi
and bus windows, open office windows, or get fans to move
air out of closed spaces. The virus can travel 6 meters and
stay in the air for days if not moved. Why is our Minister not
following the science? On the Vuka SA webiste - resources
page, you can find the complete scientific presentation by
Stephen E Petty. Go get it and study it. It is an easy read with
pictures and graphs. He references other scientific studies.
What studies did our Health Minister use to justify the
continued mask mandates? NONE.
I guess he wants you to inhale bacteria you should breathe
out and get your lungs affected. Then start coughing so
someone can say: "you must have a notifiable medical
condition" and haul you off to a State treatment camp! That
sounds like what is going on in China right now. I hope not.
How do you resist?
Stop wearing useless masks. Show people the science. Ask
storekeepers [ they are a business] for their risk assessment
for their staff and customers. Look for how masks have been
evaluated to stop the virus. It won't be there. "But the
Government said…." Did the Government use any science?
NO. Nor did you, sir, but you could be putting your staff and
customers at risk. Is that what you want? 
Masks, what are they good for? Absolutely nothing.
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Have you experienced inexplicable health 
problems since receiving the Covid-19 jab?

Have you suffered a jab injury which has 
turned your world upside down?

Have you lost a loved one due to the jab?

If you have answered yes to any of the 
above, we want to hear your story!

We, at Vuka SA, aim to uplift and empower 
the people of South Africa by creating 
awareness.

We need you to know that you are not alone 
and that our aim is to give the voice back to 
the people of our country.

Together we are stronger!

We are waiting to speak to you

Katja – 084 2077 286
Dennis – 083 285 7549
Email:  katja@vukasa.org.za

 

This week held great expectations in the form of a decisive
moment in government restrictions. The 30-day extension of the
controversial 'intermediate measures' announced when the SoD
ended was set to expire on Wednesday 4th May 2022. These
restrictions applied mostly to mask-wearing and numbers
allowed at gatherings. We hardly dared to hope for joyful
freedom but anticipated some clear move from the government.
Several organisations have been waiting for this movie to be
played to formulate a counter-strategy. On Wednesday many
believed that the regulations were over and a few shared smiling
barefaced selfies in shops. Rumours circulated that sad-eyed
Cyril would have something to say to us. The evening passed,
the silence was golden, and we went to sleep with the tantalizing
prospect of freedom. On Thursday we woke to the news that at
the 11th-hour rules had been re-enforced, the stranglehold still
firmly in place. 
One silver lining edged the grey. News articles and radio
presenters declared that school children could go mask-free. At
last, they could stop breathing recycled filth and see facial
expressions. A teacher called into the radio station expressing
joy at the end of this harmful practice. Later the same day
government issued a sorry-not-sorry notice that unmuzzling
children had been a misunderstanding. 
The government seems determined to keep us on the back foot.
Citizens, organisations, and even lawyers are trying to decipher
the mess of contradictions delivered to us. The 30-day extension
of rules was not extended again as some first mistakenly
thought. Instead, the health minister has passed new health
laws, almost a copy and paste of those subject to now 90-day
comment, without comment, as permanent laws. It remains
important for those who have not commented on the proposed
amendments to the health act to still do so despite their evil twin
being made permanent. 
The story between the lines is that regardless of the constitution,
human rights, common sense, the evolution of Covid, or
anything else, the government will do everything possible to
keep its boot on our necks until they are satisfied that enough
citizens have played jab roulette
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Government hell-bent on 
control 

 The Minister of Health’s latest shenanigans has left
most of us dumbfounded and confused. I do not doubt
that this is all part of their plan. They have successfully
used fear to control the blinded masses and they are
trying to use confusion to keep shifting focus away from
the big issues. 
They did not count on the “blind masses” now being
“gatvol”. The response comments to the latest DoH
gazette on Twitter and Facebook are a breath of fresh
air. Many South Africans have realised that they have
been duped for the last two years and more are waking
up daily.
To those on the fence that have a niggling gut feeling,
let me remind you of a few retrospective facts.
Remember that 5-week lockdown that ended up being
a 750-day lockdown. The lockdown was supposed to
help get hospitals ready for the high demand of covid
patients. 750days later, the Government lifted the
National State of Disaster having failed to curb the
spread and save lives and livelihoods. We all can sadly
and confidently say that lockdowns did more harm than
good.
At one point early on, mortality from covid-19 was
supposed to be as high as 20%. Many of us started
speaking up that we were not seeing dead bodies piling
up as we were warned against. Mortality from covid-19
remains lower than that of tuberculosis and even the flu
- neither disease was high enough to even warrant a
provincial state of disaster - ever. 
Then there’s the masks and social distancing. If these
non-pharmaceutical interventions were so effective,
would there have been a second, third, fourth, and now
fifth wave? Talking about these “waves”, does anybody
else wonder how they can so accurately predict the
peaks and yet still be almost clueless about the
treatment of this highly discerning and smart virus?
Now the new minister of health Mr Joe Paahla seems to
have found himself a loophole to give him the authority
of the COGTA minister during the state of disaster. Not
only that, he seems to have been imbued with this
power - with no end.
I say “new” minister of health to remind you that it was
another individual, one Dr Zweli Mkhize, who was at the
helm at the start of the “pandemic”. He was pushed
aside while he was being investigated for some
trumped-up fraud charge only to be replaced by a “yes
man”. 
There’s no other reason why the ANC would allow a
minister charged with murder and one previously
dismissed for corruption and fraud to be elected in the
last local government elections, and yet come down so
hard on a man who happened to be asking the difficult
questions and exposing the holes in our already
cracked health system. Push him out and let the (WHO)
games begin. The SA Covid-19 Emergency Response
Project  requirement is that SA has to jab 70% of  the
population to get access to the the $800M World Bank
money. (WB-P174259) 
When my latest iPhone update gave me the option for
facial recognition WITH MASK ON - I knew in an instant
that someone is benefiting big-time from the sale of
face masks here in South Africa. Why else would the
Minister of Health wait until the 11th hour to announce
the extension of the lingering pandemic regulations?
This time under the auspices of “Regulations relating to
the control and surveillance of Notifiable diseases”

lies and loopholes
By Sula Changuion

Without having even touched on the flawed PCR tests
and the unverified covid stats that we have had to
swallow, there is already enough to cast aspersions on
their intentions. Then there’s the issue of the gene
therapy jabs. You know, the injections that were touted
as the “savior”. Everyone needed to get one to prevent
transmission, serious illness, or death. Then this
changed to jabs that will “decrease transmission” and
prevent serious illness or death. Further changed to jabs
will prevent serious illness or death (from covid-19 … we
hope… but cannot guarantee that you will not die from
jab side effects)
It’s absurd to even fathom that with the scientific
evidence stacked against him and hundreds of
thousands of written objections to the proposed
regulations to the NHA, the Minister went ahead and
promulgated many of these very regulations
(underhandedly) anyways. 
Mr Minister, let me remind you that no health regulations
can supersede the National Health Act. No Act can
violate any person's constitutional rights. 
When the people of South Africa stand together and
challenge your obvious attempt of overreach and abuse
of power, and trust me - we will - will you follow in the
footsteps of your predecessor?
Scapegoats are a key to corrupt leaders staying in
power. 

By Dr Kat 
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VUKA SA has started a support group for mental wellbeing. 
We understand that the last few years have taken a toll on 
most of us. We are committed to supporting you in your 
journey to mental wellbeing in these challenging times
The group will be open from 12am to 6pm for your concerns 
and questions. Our expert panel will post responses and 
motivation. 

Join us @VukaMentalWellbeing
 

1. Helps Digestion
Consuming cayenne pepper stimulates our salivary glands,
which begins the digestive process. It also stimulates gastric
juices that aid the body's ability to metabolize food and
toxins.
2. Relieves Migraine Pain
Cayenne pepper stimulates a pain response in a different
part of the body (stomach or sweating). So the brain focuses
on that new site and not on the pain in the head, which
causes the migraine headache. After this initial pain reaction
from the cayenne pepper, the nerve fibers have a depleted
pain chemical, and the sensation of pain is lessened.
3. Prevents Blood Clots
The capsaicin in cayenne pepper helps to clear away artery-
narrowing deposits and widens arteries and blood vessels to
clear away clots.
4. Provides Detox Support
Cayenne pepper restores the circulatory system by opening
the capillaries and regulating blood sugar. it also helps the
digestive system that moving bacteria and toxins out of the
body.
5. Relieves Joint and Nerve Pain
Cayenne power has very powerful pain-relieving properties
when applied to the skin. 
Cayenne pepper relieves pain after surgery. It also alleviates
pain from nerve damage in the feet or legs from diabetes,
lower back injuries, neuropathy, osteoarthritis, and
rheumatoid arthritis, as well as fibromyalgia symptoms like
joint or muscle pain.
6. Supports Weight Loss
Consuming cayenne pepper for breakfast lessens appetite,
so people eat fewer calories during the day. It also burns
excess fat because it's a metabolic booster.
7. Works as Anti-Irritant
Cayenne pepper's benefits include its anti-irritant properties.
It eases ulcers, upset stomachs, cough, and even potentially
stops diarrhoea. Research has revealed that capsaicin, does
not cause ulcer symptoms but helps reduce them.
8. Treats Psoriasis
Psoriasis occurs when skin cells replicate too quickly, and it
results in swollen patches under the skin covered with whitish
scales on top. The scaly patches are areas of inflammation
and excessive skin production. Trials showed that 0.025
percent capsaicin topical cream is effective in treating
psoriasis.
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no safety data over the long term exists:
the efficacy of these vaccines wane over time, which will
result in the permanent administering of booster shots;
the negative impact of the vaccines on natural immunity;
the risk of adverse effects increase with repeated
treatments and may outweigh any initial benefit; and
natural immunity provides better protection.

For Minister Joe Phaahla, in getting 70% of South Africans
fully vaccinated, South Africa would have obtained, what
he terms, ‘full cover’, which will result in additional
measures no longer being required.
Minister Phaahla insists on advancing the Covid-19 vaccine
narrative, notwithstanding overwhelming, albeit suppressed,
scientific evidence to the effect that:

While advancing this agenda the Minister persists in
withholding information from the public regarding the vaccine’s
inability to protect against transmission, illness and death,
adverse effects (vaccine injuries and deaths), as well as the
importance of early- and alternative treatment which is more
effective and safer. 
When driving the 70% threshold, the Minister withhold the fact
that, according to Government’s surveys, between 60-80%
percent of the population already possess some form of natural
immunity.
In advancing the Covid-19 vaccine mandate narrative, the
Minister (in fact the entire Cabinet), instead of upholding
and protecting constitutional rights, illustrates a blatant
disregard for these rights, by sanctioning these
unashamed infringements.
 
What inspires the Minister of Health’s approach and his
persistent boosting of a false narrative? Is he naïve, ill-
informed, or just downright dishonest; or is it merely a matter of
being under the instruction of his political puppeteers and
pharmaceutical paymasters?
Gerhard Papenfus is the Chief Executive of the National
Employers’ Association of South Africa (NEASA).

BRUTAL 
DISINFORMATION

by Gerhard Papenfus

Health Benefits of Cayenne Pepper
9. Boosts Metabolism
Cayenne pepper benefits also include its ability to regulate
your metabolism. It effectively suppresses hunger and
normalizes glucose levels. It also keeps blood pressure
levels normalized, and helps the body lower LDL
cholesterol and triglycerides.
10. Fights Cold and Flu
Cayenne pepper's benefits include being full of beta
carotene and antioxidants that support your immune
system. It aids in breaking up and moving congested
mucus, and once the mucus leaves the body, the
symptoms of the flu or cold will diminish.
Cayenne pepper also raises your body temperature, which
makes you sweat and increases the activity of your
immune system. 
11. Source of Vitamin A
Antioxidants like vitamin A are vital to good health and
longevity; they benefit eye health, boost immunity, and
foster cell growth.
With just two teaspoons of cayenne pepper, you are
getting your fill of vitamin A for the day!
12. Contains Vitamin E
Vitamin E has the power to balance cholesterol, fight free
radicals, repair damaged skin, balance hormones, repair
damaged skin, and hair, improve vision and increase
energy levels … and cayenne pepper is an important
provider of vitamin E.
13. Prevents Allergies
Because cayenne is an anti-inflammatory agent, it has the
power to prevent allergies and the symptoms related to
allergies. A food allergy, for example, is a measurable
response to consuming a specific food.
14. Possible Anti-Cancer Agent
Capsaicin may have a role as a natural remedy for cancer,
including in the management of prostate cancer, tobacco-
induced tumors in the lungs, and even liver tumors.
15. Anti-Fungal Properties
The final cayenne pepper benefit is its ability to kill fungus
and prevent the formation of fungal pathogens. Tests have
found that it was active against 16 different fungal strains,
including Candida. 
Here are some simple ways to use cayenne pepper daily:
• Add it to meals: Taking cayenne pepper that is dried or
powdered, you can add it to meals for a spicy (and
healthy) kick. 
• Drink it: Make a cayenne pepper drink by mixing the
powder with water and lemon. I like adding half a teaspoon
to my morning smoothie.
• Take capsules: When taking cayenne pills, read the label
carefully for dosage instructions. It's best to start with a
lower dose to monitor how your body reacts.
• Apply it topically: Some creams contain capsaicin. Be
sure to wash your hands after applying capsaicin cream
because it can cause a burning sensation on your hands;
try washing with vinegar and water for the best results.
reference artcle : Cayenne Pepper 

by Michelle Mills

passbook to 
passdoek 

 Today passbooks in South Africa are a thing of the past.
Or are they? It seems we have moved from passbooks to
passdoeks - displayed on our faces. Restriction of freedom
if we are not showing our passbook/passdoek/dompas. 
On the 9th of August 1956, in South Africa, 20 000 women
of all races from around the country marched to the Union
Buildings in Pretoria to protest against the government
requirement for African women to carry passes, also
known as a dompas. And yet the apartheid government still
passed a law in the early 1960s that put a total ban on all
rural women coming to urban areas. 
We need to bow our heads in shame for acquiescing to this
dompas once again. A dompas in the form of masks, vax
passports, PCR tests, etc. Please can we honour our
parents and grandparents who fought to end the dompas.
Stand up, speak up, and say NO DOMPAS ever again.

By Bev Wium
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